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Autoriteit Consument en Markt Directie Energie Postbus 16326 2500 BH  DEN HAAG 
   Woerden : 28 May 2018 onze ref. : E18b05 doorkiesnr. :  e-mail : @vemw.nl  subject : Opinion on the “Draft code to amend the tariff structures and terms and conditions concerning NC TAR implementation” (case number ACM/14/023224)   Dear Mr./Mrs,  Hereby you receive VEMW’s opinion on the “Draft code to amend the tariff structures and terms and conditions concerning NC TAR implementation” (case number ACM/14/023224), published March 2nd 2018 in Staatscourant nr. 12593. The Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM) offers stakeholders the opportunity to respond to the proposals. VEMW is happy to take this opportunity and share our view.  Goal The draft code decision aims at the implementation of Gas Regulation 2017/460 of the European Commission of 16 March 2017, establishing a network code on harmonized transmission tariff structures for gas. This Regulation aims at contributing to market integration, improving security of supply and the improvement of interconnecting gas networks.  The improvement of transparency for network users, including end users of gas, with regard to the establishment of the regulated income of transmission system operators (TSOs), is a crucial step in the process. Goal is to have gas flowing in the most efficient way, where transport tariffs ought to reflect efficient costs. The level of efficient revenues for the TSO is determined by the European Regulation 715/2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks. This Regulation  
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sets the conditions for access to gas transmission networks. Hence, NC TAR is not aiming at the level of allowed revenues, reflecting efficient costs, but at the allocation of these costs to network users.    European market integration by means of harmonization improves efficient, competitive prices and an improved level of services. VEMW would like to stress that the TSOs efforts to implement this international harmonization is seriously lacking. This view is confirmed by members of VEMWs sister organization IFIEC Europe. In implementing the NC TAR, the Dutch gas TSO Gasunie Transportservices (GTS) seeks an opportunity to improve their own position in comparison to other TSOs, in particular by suggesting a 0:100 entry:exit-split of the allowed revenues, in fact doing away with entry1 tariffs and allocating all costs to the exitpoints.   Performance incentives The current entry:exit-split in The Netherlands is 40:602. NC TAR applies a 
‘counterfactual reference price methodology’ with a 50:50 entry:exit-split, that is also applied by ACM in the draft code decision. Offering transport capacity for free (0 entry) to entry parties, shippers and transit parties – as proposed by GTS – leads to cross subsidization in favor of these parties and at the expense of domestic end users (100 exit). A 0:100 entry:exit-split is in violation of the ‘causer pays principle’, as these domestic end users in no way can affect the transport costs. As a consequence, shippers might contract less gas storage capacity, leading to a declining security of supply.  VEMW subscribes ACMs analysis, given in the paper “The effect of the entry exit split”. ACM concludes that the attraction of gas  to the national market (0 entry) is not a goal of the European Regulation. A 0:100 entry:exit-split could lead to a contractual congestion situation where capacity is hoarded and investments might be triggered in a perverse way. Hence, VEMW supports ACMs proposed 50:50 entry:exit-split, being the best means in realizing the intended harmonization and explicitly referred to in the Regulation. Gas prices are a reflection of supply and demand on the European gas market. Integrated, liquid markets offer the best guarantees to have efficient prices and incentives for necessary investments in the infrastructure. There is no evidence for a relation between the gas prices evolving at TTF and the transport costs to deliver the gas at TTF. Transport costs differ per supplier and are only one part of the total costs the supplier has to recover in the obtained market price3.    
                                                      1 Transparency of transport tariffs will not improve by implementing a 0:100 entry:exit-split. Market parties that no longer pay for transportation costs (entries), loose their interest in transparent tariffs.  The GTS proposal certainly not improves transparency for domestic exit parties (gas end users). 2 In reality, the split is approximately  35:65 entry:exit 3 Gas industry has a tradition to compete with alternative fuels based on ‘all-in’ prices (‘net back’ prices), independent of distance (transport). Gas prices differences in Europe are small, having lower prices in the Northwest-region and higher prices in the Central-East region, where most of the gas is supplied from the east. Gazprom earns less money on the gas commodity delivered in the Northwest region than her 
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 Postage stamp In allocating the allowed revenues of the TSO GTS to the subsequent domestic exit points, VEMW has a neutral position. In the current situation, the Dutch tariffs have a distance related element in it. In the ‘counterfactual reference price methodology’, NC TAR applies a postage stamp tariff, without any distance relation. ACM proposes to apply the postage stamp method to determine the reference price.   VEMW has no principal objections against this proposal. The methodology very well fits in the methodology of a decoupled entry-exitsystem, in which the market places and interconnection points become more and more virtual. With the postage stamp, an all-in tariff is proposed. This all-in tariff however should in no way lead to a lower level of transparency with regard to the cost breakdown in the applied tariffs. Transparency is one of the key conditions in the Regulation.  VEMW would like to stress that the choice for a postage stamp as the reference price methodology has a big material impact for individual network users. On a regional level big differences will occur between the old, distance related, and the new transport tariffs.  In our view, individual services should also be part of the new tariff structure methodology. For instance with regard to the shorthaul option, that is not incurred in the draft code decision. VEMW urges ACM to reinforce this optionality.    Multipliers and seasonal factors In determining the multipliers and seasonal factors, VEMW would like to stress that the tariff levels should be determined in such a way that ‘free riding’ behavior and cross subsidies is being prevented. Like in public transport, a yearly contract offers lower prices per journey than an occasional one day ticket. In making yearly transport contracts attractive, TSOs will have more certainty with regard to their revenues, keeping possible risk premiums and transportation costs low.  Conclusion In VEMWs view, harmonization is the means to improve both market integration and security of supply, resulting in lowering costs for end users. The ACM proposal for a 50:50 split of entry and exit costs, minimizes cross subsidization and is best in line with the ‘causer pays principle’, securing the basic principles of EU Gas Regulation.    VEMW opposes against a zero tariff for entries, as this would lead to a situation that costs do not reach parties having the possibility to influence the level of their costs. In 
                                                                                                                                                            competitors because of higher transport costs. This confirms the image – and the condition of the  European Commission – that a well functioning, liquid gas market is the best guarantee to trigger  required investments in infrastructure, including transport pipelines. 
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that case, incentives would lack for parties such as shippers, storage operators, producers and GTS. We can be certain that this would not increase the efficiency of the gas transport system and could lead to extra, non-efficient investments in the future. Gas end users have no influence at the transport costs at their exit points and hence, should not be exposed to a tariff system leading to higher costs as a result of a less efficient transport system.   We request you take our view, including our remarks, into account in your further decision making process regarding ‘the draft code to amend the tariff structures and terms and conditions concerning NC TAR implementation’. Of course we are at your disposal for any further notes regarding our view.    Kind regards,  w.g.  dr.General manager        




